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Lip Sync Disclosure
Legislation
On January 1, 1993, New Hampshire will be the
first state to have a lip sync law., The statute requires
disclosure to consumers whenever a vocalist is lip
syncing to prerecorded music rather than singing the
vocals live.? This disclosure is to be made by: 1) con-

cert promoters; 2) venues, from the largest stadium to
the smallest dub, and 3) ticket agents.3
Similar bills have been submitted in other states,
despite criticism from those in the industry. Some
argue that because satisfied consumers outnumber the
unhappy consumers, the laws are unnecessary.
Others complain that some of the bills, which cover
prerecorded instrumental performances in addition to

vocal performances, are both vague and overly broad
and fail to take into account technological advances
in musical instruments.
This update describes the circumstances which
led to the drafting of lip sync legislation. It then analyzes the New Hampshire law and the bills of other

states and the possible impact such laws may have on
all the affected parties.
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BACKGROUND
The focal point of the lip sync controversy was
the group Milli Vanilli. Rob Pilatus and Fab Morvan,
who allegedly fronted the pop music group, appeared
on album covers, in music videos and at live concert
performances. It was rumored that they lip synced
their vocals during live concerts. On November 15,
1990, Pilatus admitted that not only did Milli Vanilli
lip sync their vocals in concert, but they did not even
record the vocals heard on their recordings.4 After
their confession, the duo was stripped of its Grammy
Award for Best New Artist and subsequently became
the target of numerous class action suits.'
Other performers, such as Janet Jackson, New
Kids on the Block, Madonna and Paula Abdul, were
accused of lip syncing vocals in concert. Some admitted they lip synced.6 Others didn't have to. During a
concert, the lead singer for the group the Perfect
Gentleman was hit in the face with a pie and
dropped his microphone while the lead vocal was
7
still being heard by the audience.
Lawmakers throughout the country responded by
introducing bills which required promoters, venues
and ticket agents to disclose when the vocals performed at live concerts were in fact prerecorded." The
bills, termed by one legislator "Milli Vanilli" bills,9
were introduced at or around the time of the confession by Pilatus and Morvan. Lawmakers were motivated by two concerns: 1) consumer protection and 2)
complaints from musicians.
Many state representatives equated lip syncing
with consumer fraud. As Massachusetts state representative Kevin Poirer put it, "If you pay real money for a
concert, you ought to get real music in return." 0
Legislators said that even if complaints were minimal,
public policy demands disclosure. "It's not censorship," said New Jersey state assemblyman Neil M.
Cohen, "All [this legislation] does is inform the public.""
However, concert promoters said that concertgoers were happy with the status quo. Carl Freed, executive director of the North American Concert
Promoters Association, asked, "If [these laws] are to
protect the consumers, why haven't I heard from
any?"'2 Critics of the bill said that lip syncing is justified because it allows contemporary performers to do
complex dance routines on stage." Freed estimated
that approximately 90% of all dance, pop and rap acts
rely heavily on prerecorded music tracks. 4 According
to Freed, fewer rock and country acts use prerecorded tracks, while jazz, blues and bluegrass performers,
who do not have complex dance routines, rarely use
prerecorded music."
Such estimates bother musicians. Some musicians
are upset with the lack of artistry involved in lip syncing at concerts. George Harrison, former member of
the Beatles, said that performers who lip sync in con-
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cert are performing "cheap music" that has "certainly
lost a lot of human feel."' 6 Musicians are worried that
7
jobs are disappearing, with tapes replacing people.
Accordingly, seven state chapters of the American
Federation of Musicians support lip sync disclosure
legislation. 8
Currently, New Hampshire is the only state to
pass such a law. In most states, the proposed legislation has stalled in various committees."9 In California
and Pennsylvania, bills have passed in one house of
the legislature, and then stalled.2
LEGISLATIVE PROVISIONS
In substance, the proposed lip sync disclosure
bills are similar. The New Hampshire bill is the only
one to become law, and an analysis of it provides a
useful tool for comparison to the other bills.
A. The New Hampshire Statute
The New Hampshire bill was signed into law on
May 13, 1992 and will take effect at the beginning of
1993.1 It regulates the use of prerecorded vocals at
"any musical performance, show, concert or other
cultural event which includes vocal performances."" It
imposes a duty upon concert promoters,25 venues, 4
and ticket agents" to disclose to the public that the
lead vocals will be lip synced.
The statute places most of the burden upon the
concert promoter. The promoter has the duty to disclose when he knows that all or a portion of a performer's vocals are prerecorded." The promoter then
must give written notification to the venue and all
ticket agents selling tickets to the performance.' The
venue and all ticket agents must then disclose the use
of prerecorded vocals to the public. The venue must
"print on the face of the ticket" a conspicuous disclosure.' The venue also must provide prominent disclosures in all of its advertising." Similarly, the ticket
agent must have disclosure notices: 1) for walk up
sales, with signs placed in prominent places, indicating the use of prerecorded vocals; and 2) for phone
sales, with salespeople providing a verbal disclosure
before accepting a ticket orderY0 Such disclosures
would read: The lead vocals will not actually be sung
by [lead singer] during the show. 1
Violation of the statute is a misdemeanor. 2 New
Hampshire's maximum penalty for misdemeanor convictions is a $1000 fine for individuals and a $20,000
fine for corporations or unincorporated associations."
B. Bills from other states
The bills from other states have provisions that
either clarify vague portions of the New Hampshire
statute or broaden the scope of its protection. For
example, the New Hampshire law states that if a concert promoter "knows" that a performer lip syncs,
then he must tell this to the venue and the ticket
agents. 4 The statute fails to define what the term
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"knows" means-it could be a reasonable suspicion,
or it could mean the promoter has actual knowledge.
By contrast, the Illinois and Massachusetts bills would
require the promoter to inquire if the performer is
using prerecorded vocals. 5 In Illinois, the inquiry
must take place prior to the sale of tickets, whereas
Massachusetts requires an inquiry as soon as reasonably possible.-d The Massachusetts bill also relieves
the promoter from any liability if the promoter
inquires and is given either false or mistaken information from the performer' 7 Legislation proposed in
California extinguishes promoter liability if the promoter makes a good faith effort to determine if a performer is lip syncing."
Many state bills are broader in scope than the
New Hampshire law. Whereas New Hampshire's
statute applies only to vocals, some bills attempt to
regulate prerecorded instrumental performances too.
For example, bills in Massachusetts, Michigan, Illinois
and California would require promoters, venues and
ticket agents to disclose when a performer is using
tapes instead of playing its instruments." California's
bill recognizes the increased use of computerized
instruments in pop music, and allows them to be
used in live concerts without requiring disclosure to
the publici °
The New Hampshire law only requires disclosure
when all lead vocals are prerecorded."' By contrast,
most other bills require disclosure when only part of
the performance is lip synced. However, the
Massachusetts bill will allow for limited use of prerecorded music. The bill requires disclosure if a performer uses more than five minutes of prerecorded
music.,
The proposed penalties are similar, with two
exceptions. The Illinois and Michigan bills both allow
for a maximum fine of $50,000 for promoters.4 The
Michigan bill classifies a violation as a felony."1

IMPACT
The impact of the New Hampshire law will be
slight, unless it leads larger states like California and
New York to pass their bills. This minimal impact
may be fortunate.
The bills were designed to protect consumers.
However, the bills may not be necessary because: 1)
consumers may be able to go to court if they feel
they have been unlawfully deceived; and 2) consumers may not be concerned about lip syncing.
Musicians were also supposed to be protected by the
bills. Yet most bills fail to acknowledge technological
advances in music. Many sound recordings employ
complex electronics and computers, but the bills are
not clear as to whether their use in concert would
require disclosure to consumers. Furthermore, the
bills do not recognize practical, non-deceptive reasons for using prerecorded music. Meanwhile, the
burden of disclosing is put on the party who has the
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least to do with lip syncing-the promoter.

A. Consumers
Despite their good intentions, lip sync laws may
be unnecessary because of the threat of litigation by
consumers against performers. In Illinois, a settlement
was reached in a class action lawsuit against Milli
Vanilli.4 ' The plaintiffs sued Milli Vanilli and Arista
Records, basing their claims under Illinois consumer
protection and deceptive trade practice laws.d The
class consisted of all persons nationwide who bought
Milli Vanilli recording, merchandise or concert tickets.
The settlement required Arista Records to send booklets with rebate coupons to record stores, for purposes of consumer availability. The consumer had to
send in the coupon along with a proof of purchase of
a Milli Vanilli item to receive a rebate on her next
purchase of a cassette or compact disc. 7
The threat of future lawsuits and large settlements
may deter performers from lip syncing. Indeed, none
of the bills precludes a consumer from filing a civil
suit against a performer."" But there is no guarantee
that consumers will ultimately prevail in such litigation. 49 Thus, disclosure on tickets and in advertisements provides a more consistent method of public
information. Criminal statutes, like those discussed
above, may provide a more effective means of deterring lip syncing.
On the other hand, some argue that the public
prefers seeing the performers dance just like they do
on MTV." As entertainment reporter David
Handelman points out "[w]hat this lofty debate
ignores is the fact few consumers would pay and hear
Madonna sing lousily."" If consumers do not want to
see a performer lip sync, they will not buy tickets the
next time the performer comes to town. If so, the
disclosure on a ticket will be as effective as the surgeon general's warning on a pack of cigarettes.
However, lip sync laws will inform the consumers
that do care, even if such consumers are in the minority. The law does not overburden the promoter, who
must only make a minimal inquiry. Furthermore, the
cost of including the disclosure on tickets and advertisements is insignificant.

B. Musicians
Musicians now benefit from advanced technology,
which allows them to use computers and electronics
to simulate the sounds of familiar instruments." These
devices are used on many popular recordings. The
use of such electronics has been seen by some as
analogous to the evolution from typewriter to word
processor. 4 Yet, with one exception, the bills do not
indicate if the use of a preprogrammed computerized
instrument represents prerecorded music, therefore
requiring disclosure if used on stage.
Only the California bill addresses technological
advances. It does not require disclosure of "[mlusic
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which is played by a performer during a live performance on any digitally recorded or synthesized prerecorded musical instrument, equipment, or other
device."" The California bill recognizes that if a
recording utilizes a computer program or synthesized
instrument, a consumer hearing that same program or
synthesizer in concert is not being deceived.
Bills that do not recognize technology may actually prevent some performers from touring. These bills
need to better define what constitutes an unauthorized use of prerecorded music to protect these artists.
For example, the group the Rascals used horns on
some of their records, although none of their members play horns. Because the Rascals cannot afford to
take a horn section on the road, they utilize a synthesizer to play the horn parts." Keith Beccia, the
group's manager, said that the group would lose
money if the disclosure laws forced them to hire a
horn section." The only other alternatives would be
to avoid states that had disclosure laws or to stop
playing the songs with horn parts. 8
If the point of the lip sync bills is to insure that
the audience hears the artist perform, groups like the
Rascals should be exempted from disclosure. A disclosure on a ticket indicates that someone on stage is
faking their performance, and this may deter consumers from going to see a band such as the Rascals.
Only California's bill would exempt the Rascals from
disclosure. The other bills that cover instrumental performances must clarify when the use of prerecorded
music is acceptable. The bills should guarantee that
when a performer is on stage, he is performing his
part live. Otherwise, bands like the Rascals, who do
play their instruments on stage, will be penalized for
not being able to afford extra musicians.
C. Promoters
Promoters are now at risk if a performer lip syncs
and the promoter failed to disclose this to consumers.
Some feel this is wrong. Promoter Carl Freed points
out that "Ithe promoter has minimal, if any, creative
input into a performance" yet promoters stand to be
punished." While this is true, the only alternatives to
having the promoters police performers is to have the
state do it (which would be time consuming) or rely
on consumer lawsuits (which are even more costly
and time consuming). Because such bills do not place
the burden on the true wrongdoer-the performerthey should, like the Massachusetts and California
bills, allow the promoter to avoid liability when he or
she makes a reasonable inquiry.'
Lip sync disclosure bills could further ease the
burden on promoters by defining prerecorded music
and then setting limits on how much can be legally
used. Only the Massachusetts bill draws a line, requiring disclosure if more than five minutes of prerecorded music is used.6' And only California adequately
defines prerecorded music.69 Without such distinctions
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a promoter will have difficulty following the law. If a
performer uses a synthesizer in concert, a promoter
will not know if its use amounts to prerecorded music
which must be disclosed. Furthermore, if the performer uses a recording for only a minute or two, a
promoter may have to disclose and then risk
decreased ticket sales due to concerned consumers. If
the promoter has the burden to inquire, notify and
disclose, the laws need to be more narrowly tailored
to establish exactly when a promoter should be liable.

CONCLUSION
Milli Vanilli put lip syncing and related legislation
in the spotlight. However, there is no evidence that
increased public attention has led to a decrease in
performers using prerecorded music instead of their
own talents. The bills drafted to prevent lip syncing
have put the burden of disclosure on concert promoters, rather than performers. The promoter must find
out if a performer is lip syncing, then notify the concert venue and ticket agents. Then the promoter,
venue and ticket agents must conspicuously disclose
to the public that the performer will be lip syncing.
New Hampshire is the first state to sign such a bill
into law.
New Hampshire's act may revive dormant lip sync
bills in other states. If this does happen, lawmakers
must consider whether consumers want and need
such protection, or if alternatives such as litigation
will suffice. Lawmakers should also clarify what a
deceptive use of prerecorded music is, so that musicians who do not intend to deceive consumers will
not be prevented from touring. As it stands, the New
Hampshire law is not narrowly tailored, and may
leave both consumers and musicians unprotected.
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